The Mathematical Association of America & the National Science Digital Library present

MathDL www.mathdl.org
The MAA Mathematical Sciences Digital Library

MathDL is an online resource published by the Mathematical Association of America. The site provides online resources for teachers and students of mathematics. MathDL is a Collections Project supported by the NSF (DUE-0085861).

Components of the MathDL site:

**Convergence** - an online magazine which provides a wealth of resources to help teach mathematics using its history.

**JOMA** (Journal of Online Mathematics and its Applications) - the scholarly journal of MathDL now in its fourth year.

**DCR** (Digital Classroom Resources) - a select collection of free online learning materials which are available through the site.

**OSSLETS** (Open Source, Sharable Mathlets) - free and flexible interactive components you can easily add to your web pages.

Future MathDL components will include:

**MAA Reviews** - the online successor to Telegraphic Reviews that appeared in the American Mathematical Monthly.

**Basic Library List** - a regularly updated library list (component of MAA Reviews) edited by Fernando Gouvêa.

**Classroom Capsules** - the best of 111 years of classroom materials from MAA journals.

**Illustrative Resources** - materials that illustrate and support the new Guidelines for Programs in Mathematics.

The Math Gateway

is a Pathways Project within the NSDL program and is an outgrowth of the Mathematical Sciences Conference Group on Digital Educational Resources. The initial participating organizations / collections are listed above. The Math Gateway is supported by NSF (DUE-0435198).

For more information please e-mail Lawrence Moore at lang@math.duke.edu or Don Albers at dalbers@maa.org.